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When we launched the multidisciplinary PCI Forest and Wood Sciences, we were well aware that this PCI devoted to a broad object (forests represent 1/3 of the emerged land area) and gathering multiple disciplines (from biology to social sciences), would be confronted with some challenges with respect to the range of pre-prints we would have to consider. Among the first ones submitted to the new PCI was this very interesting one (Lang et al, 2021) in the area of tree genomics and tree population genetics with a strong background in bioinformatics. This could well have been submitted to the PCI in Genomics, or the PCI in Evolutionary Biology, but finally fits very well in PCI Forest and Wood Sciences due to its finality: provide reliable genomic resources to tackle questions that are central to our understanding of the dynamics of forest ecosystems and the adaptation of trees to local conditions.

The phylogenetic status of the two sympatric oak species Quercus robur L. and Q. petraea Matt. Liebl. is an important question that was the center of in depth investigations by the BioGeCo research group at Bordeaux in cooperation with many European groups. The two species are major forest tree species in western Europe, structuring important ecosystems and providing high quality wood and other important ecosystem services. These species are considered to build up what is now called a “syngameon” together with a few other western European white oaks (Cannon and Petit,
A synagone is a complex of species exchanging genes, while still maintaining some degree of interspecific diversity enabling to differentiate, on the basis of leaf morphology for instance, the originally described species (Kremer et al, 2002 among many others dealing with the identification of oak species on the basis of their phenotype). The full sequencing of the genome of Q. robur (Plomion et al, 2018) opened an avenue for the development of new genomic tools to investigate the concept of species in this synagone and to identify gene flows between populations and species. To date, whole genome sequencing and annotation is completed for Q. robur, Q. lobata Née, Q. suber L., and Fagus sylvatica L. (Plomion and Martin, 2020).

The preprint of Lang et al (2021) builds up on this background and provides a very interesting and important contribution to this area. First, it provides access to a very large data base of genomic sequences, based on 800 gene fragments and identified 12500 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) as well as 1500 insertions deletions. 11 individuals assigned to the species Q. robur, 13 assigned to Q. petraea and 1 to Q. ilex L. were used to establish this data base. This is an important asset for developing future research on species identification based on their genomes. In full agreement to the policy of all PCIs about data availability, full access is provided to the data under a free use license CC-BY.

The manuscript has already a long history as a preprint and it was not that easy to find reviewers willing to do the job of reviewing such a large amount of information with a lot of technical details. At the end, we succeeded and obtained three very enthusiastic and positive reviews (attached to this recommendation). All reviewers agreed that this was an important contribution in the field, insisted on the quality of the writing and of the provided data, and finally agreed that the manuscript was to be recommended after a careful revision. The revision was readily done by the authors. One of the reviewers found that the preprint is close to a “data paper”, i.e., a paper providing the required information to enable (and advertise) the reuse of an important data set, which is only partly true. Indeed, the authors nicely used their data to address one of the most debated questions about the population genetics: how comes that in this synagone, with inter-fertile individuals, clearly distinguishable species (from the phenotype at least) have been maintained?

The main result of the preprint is that indeed there are some (only few) genomic differences among the two species in the patterns of distribution of the SNPs, but also that the patterns reveal a clear introgression of the genome of one of the species into the other one. This was based on a Bayesian clustering analysis reported figure 3, evidencing that 2 individuals displaying an unambiguous Q. petraea phenotype could not be assigned to any of the species. The usual hypothesis postulates an introgression of the Q. robur genome, the pioneer species able to colonize open areas during the post-glacial recolonization into that of Q. petraea, due to hybridization and successive events of back gross with inflowing Q. petraea pollen. Such an introgression was hypothesized decades ago, and receives here some degree of confirmation. Recent findings showed the importance of such an introgression for the adaptation of local oak populations to altitudinal gradients (Leroy et al, 2020).

Given the importance of the contribution (both from the point of view of the development of new genomic tools and from that of our understanding of the population genetics in the oak synagone, I do recommend this preprint in the frame of the PCI Forest and Wood Sciences after an insightful peer reviewing and a very careful revision leading to the current version 4 of this preprint.
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**Revision round #1**

**2020-09-29**

Dear Pauline,

I do apologize for the long time it took to reach this decision. We had trouble finding suitable referees and had to solicit a large number of colleagues to do the job. This is linked to the fact that the concept of PCI is still not fully integrated by the potential referees and our research community; we still have a large communication effort to do.

The reviewers produced very positive assessments of the manuscript and praised the precision and details of the description of the data and the usefulness of the attached data based. One of the reviewers stated that the preprint sounded like a data paper, but added that the text provided many useful and precise discussions of the data that go beyond what is expected from a data paper. The different reviewers suggested some minor changes in the text that I am not going to detail again here, and that you will find in their comments. I guess from what I read that the required changes are very minor and should not be too difficult to introduce. Once these changes are made and the new version of the preprint is deposited in the archive, I will be able to provide a very positive recommendation of the preprint, which would be the first (or possibly the second one) for the PCI Forest&Wood Science.

Thank you anyway for your patience.

I am looking forward to consider the revised version and write the final recommendation.

With best regards

Erwin Dreyer

INRAE, UMR Silva (Université de Lorraine, AgroParisTech & INRAE), Nancy.

Recommender for this preprint

*Preprint DOI: [10.1101/388447v2](https://doi.org/10.1101/388447v2)*
Review of “High-quality SNPs from genic regions highlight introgression patterns among 2 European white oaks (Quercus petraea and Q. robur) “ from Lang et al.

This review is based on a version downloaded from the BioRxiv server: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/388447v2

My expertise is in forest ecophysiology, especially oaks, with some knowledge on the genetics of these two oak species. So I will not be able to comment the sequencing techniques that were used in this manuscript as well as the finer points of the genetic implications of the results.

Overall, this manuscript describes a large data base of nucleotide polymorphisms of overall 24 trees (13 Q. robur, 11 Q. petraea) distributed over the geographical range and over 4 of the 5 cpDNA lineages along white oaks recolonization routes, with 2 to 4 individuals per location. The large number of detected nucleotide polymorphisms are then described in terms of their quality, coverage, introgression patterns, exclusive polymorphisms, polymorphism typology and relation to gene ontology. The presented catalogue of nucleotide diversity will not only be very useful for future research in landscape ecology of these two and other genetically close oak species, but has been analysed in terms of differences between the two species. These confirm earlier results, but using a large covering of the geographic range and a high number of nucleotide polymorphisms.

The abstract is very detailed and descriptive on the experimental set-up and the results in terms of detected polymorphisms, numbers of SNPs, the quality of the data provided for future research. There is only one short allusion on the results of differences in diversity between the two species where “these patterns are discussed in the context”. This is unfortunate, as the discussion broaches interesting subjects such as the introgressions detected and their relation to leaf morphology. Also two hypotheses are discussed for the detected higher diversity in Q. petraea (as compared to the one mentioned in the abstract). This gives the reader rather the impression of a data paper, which is less the case once the whole manuscript is read.

The introduction gives a quite complete context of establishing such a catalogue in terms of sequencing techniques, available genomic resources in oaks, knowledge on species differentiation and species introgression pattern. Their main objective was to provide a detailed characterization of sequence variation in Q. petraea and Q. robur. Using these data, they investigated the species differences and suggest future research possibilities.

Given my expertise, I have only few comments on the techniques described in the material and methods section as well as the very detailed genetic results presented in that section. The representativity of the 24 trees in terms of covering the geographic range as well as the genetic diversity is nicely presented in this section. It would however be helpful if the affiliation to the different postglacial migration routes could be included into table 1.

A large part of the discussion describes again the results on the detected nucleotide polymorphisms, in terms of availability in other species, the representativity of the experimental setup, the sequencing method used, the quality of the data, polymorphism typology, and the content and formats of the catalogue, by comparing with already available data in the literature, for oaks or other forest tree species. They mention that the chosen locations cover 4 of the 5 cpDNA lineages along white oaks recolonization routes. As it is argued that 8 gametes were sufficient to represent most polymorphisms. Therefore, given the 40 gametes across both species (line 386), I wonder if it would not be possible to do a comparative analysis of the diversity in the four cpDNA lineages. This could add an interesting discussion of differences between these lineages. The authors also discuss in more detail the observed introgression in relation to the morphological species attribution, and they confirm on their small data set, that morphological Q. petraea were more likely to be introgressed individuals than morphological Q. robur. Further, they observed a higher diversity of Q. petraea for genes classed as “abiotic stress” in gene ontology terms. The authors then discuss two non-exclusive hypotheses proposed in the literature, one pertaining to the difference in life-history strategies for colonizing new stands,
the other pertaining to higher selective constraints in Q. robur. The discussion finishes with an outlook for a future usage of the presented nucleotide diversity catalogue.

This manuscript not only provides a solid foundation for future landscape ecology studies but also presents interesting insights into the genetic difference between two closely related, hybridizing oak species. I therefore recommend strongly the publication of this manuscript.

Detailed comments:

Abstract: Probably not all readers will know what Sanger sequencing is, similarly for the “phi-pi” (line 51).

Introduction: line 88 "species pairs": This refers probably to the four species cited above and their capability to hybridize? Also it is not clear what "scenarios" refers to, scenarios for the species distribution? This section might need some editing to clarify these points.

Material and Methods line 144: It would help the reader at this point if it could be mentioned that the à priori morphological species assignments will be supplemented with genetic assignments and an analysis of introgression further down in the manuscript. Lines 162-163: It is not clear to me what these 146 individuals from 3 French regions relate to. Were these the basis for the EST? This seems to be a much larger choice than the 25 individuals described at the beginning of the M&M section.

Results: In Figure 3, the limits of the attribution of the individual to one or the other species should be visible. It is not clear which 4 individuals were excluded from the following analyses.

Reviewed by Ricardo Alia, 2020-07-17 07:10

The paper is a complete characterization of SNPs in oak species, and the application of these resources to two important topics of research: characterization of sequence variation in Quercus petraea and Quercus robur, and the analysis of introgression asymmetry. The paper is very well written, with a detailed description of the methods applied and a complete discussion of the results. The resources developed are important for the study of the species, and the only concern is that the different objectives of the paper (description of the new resources, characterization, and application to the analysis of the introgression) are quite different. Then, the paper is quite long and in some cases difficult to follow, but as the information is relevant, I do not have any significant recommendation to the authors.

Reviewed by Komlan Avia, 2020-07-17 14:46

Download the review (PDF file)

Reviewed by Hilke Schröder, 2020-07-01 10:08

I am impressed by the amount of data, analyses and interpretation presented in this paper. The authors not only made an exhaustive effort with Sanger resequencing of a lot of interesting genes, they also gave a kind of review for already existing data, interpreted them and made recommendations for further studies. The data sets will provide scientist working with oaks with unprecedented possibilities for future projects in a broad range. This is a very valuable paper as well how it is organized as because of the extensive range it is covering. So, I can only suggest to recommend it.

Only one small request: Already in the introduction ("across a large part of both species geographic range") and also in the discussion, the authors stated that they used Q. robur and Q. petraea populations “across a large part of their geographic range”. I would like to have this statement qualified because the most Eastern
population used by the authors is in Hungary. The further South-Eastern distribution is missing. Maybe it can be stated as „Western and Central Europe“ as already mentioned in the chapter „sample collection“.

Author's reply:

Download author's reply (PDF file)